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EUROPEAN DELIGHT
Customised Tours

8 Nights/9 Days

Home to the world’s finest museums, breathtaking architecture and amazing landscapes; to celebrated
composers, sophisticated restaurants and famous brands: Europe has it all. It is a continent full of
diversity and styles, from ancient times to today – and a master of reinvention. Steeped in history, it
nevertheless shapes the future, in fashion, art, architecture, gastronomy and design.

Itinerary
Day
1

Interlaken

Arrive at Zurich airport, meet with our chauffeur in the arrival hall and begin your Europe tour. Drive
through scenic alpine landscapes as you transfer to Interlaken the captivating "Capital" of Switzerland's
beautiful Bernese Oberland and a must for every Swiss visit. Upon arrival complete hotel check in
formalities. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
2

Interlaken

Enjoy sumptous breakfast at the hotel. Today proceed for a full day excursion to Gstaad including the
mountain excurison of Glacier 3000. Later return to Interlaken. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
3

Interlaken

Savour the widespread breakfast at the hotel. Proceed for a half day excursion to the famous Mt Titlis
in Engelberg, a picturesque mountain resort approx 30 km from Lucerne which offers a wide range of
activities for Summer and Winter visitors. Later proceed for a panaromic orientation City tour of
Lucerne and see the Chapel Bridge and Lion Monument and enjoy a cruise on Lake Lucerne.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day
4

Interlaken - Geneva

Enjoy sumptous breakfast at the hotel. Check out of hotel and continue your Swiss Sojourn as you head
to the scenic Lake city of Geneva, also known as the watch capital of the world. Upon arrival check into
hotel. Later at noon proceed for a Guided City tour of Geneva to view the United Nations Building, the
Reformation Monument & Jet d’Eau – The highest waterfall fountain in the world. Overnight at the Hotel.
Day
5

Geneva - Paris

Enjoy sumptuous breakfast at the hotel. Check out of hotel and walk across the hotel to Geneva station
and board your high-speed TGV train to the city of lights – Paris. Check into your hotel at Paris.
Overnight at the hotel.
Day
6

Paris

Enjoy sumptuous breakfast at the hotel. Continue on a discovery tour of Paris. For a bird’s – eye view,
take the elevator to the third floor to the most famous landmark of Paris - The Eiffel Tower and enjoy
spectacular views of the city. Later, enjoy a relaxing scenic Seine river cruise as you get a glimpse of
the famous Parisian monuments. Later noon, soak in this romantic city and enjoy shopping in one of
the fashion capitals of the World, from chic showrooms to boutiques as you shop to your heart’s
content. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
7

Paris - Amsterdam

Enjoy sumptuous breakfast at the hotel. After breakfast, Bid Au revoir to Paris and proceed to the
station to board your train to Amsterdam in Netherlands. Later Arrive at Amsterdam which is also
known as the Festival City & Cultural centre of Europe. Upon arrival at hotel, complete your check in
formalities. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
8

Amsterdam

Today proceed for a full day excursion to Madurodam, the Netherlands Miniature Park on a scale 1:25,
and Zaanse Schans - Windmill Park, Cheese, Wooden Shoe and Traditional Crafts manufactory. In the
early evening enjoy a Canal Cruise in Amsterdam. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
9

Return Home with Wonderful Memories

Breakfast at Hotel, Check out and say your good bye to the city of Amsterdam. Transfer to the Airport
to board your flight back home. Tour ends with happy memories!!!!
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